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325 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK. N.Y. 10007
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THE CITY OF NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

OFFICE OF RADIATION CONTROL

TEL. 566. 7750

November 24, 1967 

Mr. Harold Price, Director 
Division of Licensing & Regulation 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D.C.  

Dear Mr. Price: 

Enclosed is a copy of "Comments on the Preliminary Safety 
Analysis Report of the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 3" pre

pared by consultants retained by the City of New York. This project 

has been conducted with both the cooperation of the New York City Mayor's 

Council on Science & Technology, Dr. John R. Dunning, Chairman, and the 

New York State Office of Atomic and Space Development, Mr. Oliver Townsend, 

Director..  

We should appreciate it if you would obtain a response from 

the Consolidated Edison Company to the questions raised by our consultants.  

For your information, we have informally supplied representatives of the 

Consolidated Edison Company with a copy of the report to allow them as 

much time as possible for study.

Very truly your 

Hanson Blatz 
Director

-1-

Enclosure

cc: D... John R. Dunning, Chairman 
,Mayor's Council on Science & Technology 

cc: Mr. Oliver Townsend, Director 

N.Y.S. Office of Atomic and Space Development 
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COMMENTS ON THE PRELIvINARY. SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT OF 
I INDIAN.POI T. NUCLEAR GENERATING UNIT No.3

1'1ork performed for the.Off i ce of -Rad at ion Control of the City of New Yo rk

., ; 1by

R. BOUL ENGER, H.-, OPCHIE R. DOYEN., J. GOENS and G. PENELLEX
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(i) Tihe prozcnt document-gives our comments on the sa featy of the proposed power 

power ztt-tion an requested by Dril. BIATZ, Dirctor of the Office of Radiationl 

Control o A the City of New York, in his letter of June 14, 1967 to; 

r. J0 GO S 

(ii) 'The doc&l-nants' examined are the following 

S .. Preliminary Safety AnalyisReport (.S.A..) 

Voluei - Description, of Site and Environment 

Volume II-Parts A and B- Plant Design Description and Safety Analysis.' 

S (iii) In the coure of.this analysis, the seventy General Design Criteria'as 

* rsently set forth, have been given attention.  

-I y be sa"d,, in general and within the scope of the present ahalysis, 

that mo"t of th general design criteria seem to havebeen given full thought 

. by the designer.  

The purpose of0 the, present analysis is not to'demonstrate hat the 70scriteria 

are fully met but to draw the attention on specific topics concurring' to

public health and safety.  

(iv) We feel that the-plant as described can' be built and operated without advcrse' 

consequences, for the safety of thepublic but we think that the following 

points are of spebial importance from the safety point of view and should be 

borne in mind by the designer and the operator : 

a) Containment integrity and tightness are essential for public safety and 

should be maintained and adequately tested (comment 5.4).

b)* Secondary coblant accidental release in the containment building following 

. loss of coolant accident is not considered a6 credible, However, in 

view of the consequences of such an event, protection of feed water and 

vapor:linc's against missile Impact zhould be ascertained (comment 5.4).  

O) The adequacy pf the 'cooling capacity of the fans and spray after a' loss 

of coolant aceidont should be investigated (coment 5.3).  

' o ;, . "* , " , '" ' " " " ' ' .• ' " * " " ,' , .1 ..



d) An analyzs - th,::.consequenco o f a delay in tho safoty injection 

..tervntic . should'.be perforrmed (comment 2o5.2). A method to reduce 

this delay t6'a minimum is propgoed under comment 6.  

e). The pos Z'lc conscquences of electrical* fires must be analysed and ad'c.ately 

limited (cornnt.lO.l).  

* f) No loss 'of power may entail false indications from vital instrumentation 

.(coent 10,2).  

g) Careful analysis of the monitoring and alarm level of the 'gaseous waste 

disposal 'should be performed (comments 2.4.2, 2.4.3 and 2.4.4) 

h) The *problem of formation and decay of methyliodide should be further 

inveztigated (com.ment 8.3).  

*I) Bo-on continuous monitoring in the. primary coolant is to be advised 

(co-ment 9.1.4k)6

1. DZSC-,N CHiANGES AS COXARM TO BINDAN POINT UNIT No 2'" 

In general, the design of .the Indian Point Unit No 3" is very similar, and in many 

respects identical to the design 'of Indian Point Unit No 2.  

L However some ajor changes have been Incorporated; these are listed in PSAR 

table 2.1 and coented in the present report for as much as they affect nuclear 

safety. These changes are, 

1*. an increase in nuclearpower level from 2758 Mgt -to 3025 29t as commented in 
................ ....  

§4 

2. the suppresssion of charcoal filters in the main interal ventilation system, 

as oo nted in.§ 7,3.1 ; 

3.: the rduced'heabt'removal .capacity of the internal ventilation and'of the 
containc-t spray, system, -as commented in § 5.2 , 

4..the reduced thickness of the concrete shell of the containment building, as 

comamented in § 5.1 ; 

.5. the higher.accepted fuel burn-up o" 3,000 V'a days/metric ton "of uranium 

(2SL table 3.1)'as comipared .to 27,000 RN days/metrio ton for I.P.2 ; this 

increase would be justified.if the core design limitations appearing in PSAR 

page 3,74, arc. adequately met.

I
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2. WASTE DISPOSAL AN ZFFi- J T REI -EAS 

2.1 SOLID WASTE DISOSAL 

" Solid tiaz. prcparation and storage to not seem to endanger the public.  

" Final disposal is to be achieved off-site (PSAR page 11.2).

2.2 LIQUID WASTE DISPOSAL UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS 

Liquid 'waste disposal into" the -Hudson river can-be adequately monitored and 

" the yar y average level of contamination in the condenser discharge canal 

will be a.in-tainod below tho maximu:mpermissiblo concentration for drinking 

water (PSAR page 11.3).

However, in order to justify that statement, the applicant, should explain how 

he intends to. moitor the release of the various isotopes, including tritlum, 

quoted in PSAR, page 11..3.

2,.3 ACCIDENTAL PflLEASE OF LIQUID EFFLUENTS" 

Accidental release of liquid effluents is improbable ; spillage and leakage 

in buildings would flow by gravity to drain and sump tanks. Piping external 

to buildings will run below grade in concrete trenches (PSAR page 12.19).  

Even if the r- ximum allowable activity included in the primarycoolant was 

discharged into the Hudson river, the peak concentration at the Chelsea 

reservoir would'remain below, the maximum permissible concentration (PSAR 

page .12,20)'.

5; -Q, ,

S2. GASEOUS WASTE DISPOSAL UNDER NOR0AL CONDITIONS 

2.,.1 All gaseous effluents of potential radioactivity, with the exception 

of the containment vent and, purge, are treated in the gaseous waste 

processing system. The release of effluents from'the'aste gas tanks 

is continuously ronitored before discharge to the .plant vent and, if 

an u-expectcd increase in radioactivity is sensed,!. discharge valve 

will e clsed'automnaticaly(AR15) 

will c'o'o' 1Y 4PAR 115..



.4.  

2.4.2 However, otho lischarges to the plant vent are possible, which are 

not monitorcd by the detector mentioned above, These are z 

• .. c.e and purse gasez of the containment building; these are 

monitored before venting and purging (PSAR pagc11.14 and 11.15); 

' the condenser air removal gases, which are monitored and diverted to 

the containment building in the event of high activity :(PSAR page 11.16) 

- the gases released by the rclicf valves in case of high pressure in 

tanks containing potentially high activity level Wast'es (PSAR paZc 11.9) 

these gases would attain the plant ventunmonitored ; 

- in the plantvent a last gas monitoring system is installed; consisting 

of four G.M. tubes. High activity alarm is provided (FSAR page 11.16).

A first remark should be made about the use of G.M.1 cou;ters as provided 

for iII the "Containment Gas Effluent-,adio Gas Monitors", "Plant Vent Gas Detector", 

, ihondenScr Air Removal Gas Monitor" (PSABi pages 11.15 and ii.16) and the "Area 
•. adiation Monitoring System" PSAR page 11.19). Those counters have an important 

dcad-timeso that special circuits have to be used allowing and the determination 

of the number of pulses for low counting rates, and the measure of the average 

current for high counting rates in order to avoid that high activities, or' doses. coulc 

entail false measurements., 

Further. special attention: should be devoted to Iodine. dotection and one 

may wonder if the'"Containxent Air Particulate Monitoxg quoted in§ 1.2.21.a 

(PSAR pages 11.14and 11.15) ar6 provided .with a special filtering paper 

(irpregnated with a silver salt or loaded with active charcoal) in order .to fix 

the gaseous :iodine,:or'if the iodine contamination is computed using .a theoretical 

atio betWeen.that gas and the solid, fission products contamination..  

One has, as a matter, pf fact, to take into account that an ordinary filtering 

paper rtains. only, that iodine already adsorbed on du= particles,, but is not 

efficient as far as the gaseous form of iodine is concerned.

U 

"4

F;

S .Finally, in view of the variety of gas compositions wjhich could be, 

.exhausted through .the plant vent, a careful analysis should be made of the alarm 

level. Pessimistic assumption. on gas composition, including substantial amountz 

of iodine-131, should-be postulated. Two alarm levels are suggested 3 

.. .. .. .' , • , ... .. ."... ..• .. .. .,. .:. : '. . 1. ./ . w 
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- the first should'be located slightly above fioral readinZ, so as to 

.a of unexpected increase of the activity releasd. ; 

-"the second should be located at a carefully determinated level and 

should impose a well planified action.

w

ACCIDTAL TEAS OF RADIOACTIVE .GASES 

2.5.1 T 1-.t detrimental release of radioactive gases occurs in tho eent 

of loss of coolant accident consecutive to a complete* severance of 

a water'coolant pipe.  

h .hT following components'contribute to the protection of the public : 
' The containment building designed and tested to be tight to 

leakage rate ofls h 0 10~o its volume per~ day at thea 
to of les tha 0,

2.5

*1

* 2.4.3 The cfluents are issued from the plant vent located above the containmcnt 

building. For the purpose of calculating the atmospheric dilution factor, 

'the effluents are assumcd to be released near ground level and diluted 

in the wake of the containmcnt building..  

Although a stmaller dilution factor is possible, if the gases are assumed 

to be released at a height such that they are not trapped in the 
wake 

* of the containment building, the dilution factor retained (1.63 l0 

' ci/cu.m/ci/sec - PSAR page 11.5) is considered sufficiently prudent 

when used as 'a yearly averaged dilution factor.  

2.4.4 The cffct of dry and rain-out deposition on the pollution of surface 

* water reservoirs and of meadows should be evaluated for continuous 

releases, in order to establish the alarm level mentioned in § 2.4.3 abovc 

2.4.5 it is suggestcd that gaseous waste disposal from Indian Point Units No 1, 

• 2 and 3 be coordirated in a way vo minimize public exposure to the'se 

effluents. It sbould further be ascertained that the storage capacity 

' is adequate to meet the present recommendation..  

'2.4.6 Taking into account thd special character of the site(valley) 
wheor thr~e.  

nuclear power plants will be in operation, it might be advisable to 

.:,experiment with some traced gaseous releasbs in ordqr to ascertain the 

adopted dilution factor.



These "engineered safeguards when energized by the grid are redundant.  

Minimum safeguards can be energized 
by two out of three Diesels.

. . Power supply by. one of these two means is 
essential inJcase of the loss 

. of coolant accident. Indeed, if the simultaneous occurrence 
of the.  

following events should take place: 

major ruptur e in the primary coolant piping, 

persistant'power unavailability 
from the grid, 

persistant failure' of all the three diesels, 

the cor would undoubtedY melt ; core meting through the -reactor vessel 

* and through:the concrete containment 
building base mat is to be 

antic.. tod.; The consequential release of fission 
products could be 

catastrophic ; ways to prevent such 
an occurrence are alluded to under 

.' o~oint 6..' 
'

If, due to a delayed power supply, 
the safety noJection is delayed, 

water pouring on the hot core'and 
subsequent chemical reactions might 

provoke a sharp pressurQ. tran 
cnt exceeding the resistance capability 

of the contanment building. It is'recommended that an analysis of the 

Seonse uenees of a delay ,in tho safety 
injection inter vention be made.

0.  

. • ..  

design accident pressure of 47 psig without the help of the 

eng'incered safeguards" 5isted below. -cent experience indicates 

that such a low leakage rate is not easy to achieve 
and raintailn.  

Special attention should be devoted to periodical 
testing whose 

scope'and planning should be carefully 
defined. According to the 

PSAR" the containment would resist the 
accident design pressure 

and temperature, together with the design 
earthquake or design 

...'Wind,. with 6 Cuffi'oint safety ma in (PSAR page 5.9) ; 

. continuously pressurized double containment 
at all liner seams 

. .~. and penetrations ;.  

. seal water on the containment isolation valves 
; 

* - safety injection of borated water in the 
core at high, medium and 

* • •low pressures ; 

.. containment cooling by ventilation through 
roughing and absolute 

. filters 

- containment spray containing sodium thiosulphate 
for halogen 

removal. .  

Missile protection of vital components 
will• be provided. The periodical 

testing of the "engineered safeguards" 
is described (PSARChapter.6).

2.5.2



2.5.5 If the' "cngincercd safeguards" powered by two diesel .enerators operate 

-a' nt'ici.odd the rzsulting doses from direct radiation and fission 

-poduct' inhalation rcmain at an acceptable level. Zven sose -lfuction 

.of the."enzinccred safeoaards" can be toleratcd.-(?SkR, page 12.59).  
A The effect of rain out on the pollution of..v'ator reservoirs has been 

fouxnd tolerable. It is our nor,-,l procedure to invcztiga-e the dozez 

t ' o a child's thyroid duo both to iodine inha-lation. and pasturo-cow-milk 

- process*and to.comparo them to the British Medical Research Council 

recon,,mrndations as quotcd in ICRP recommendations, publication 6,. page 15.  

2.5.4' No cm. ergency planning is described to cope with the out of plant site 

consequences of a major accident.  

2.5.5 Further,' Coi.ent's on the containment building are provided in § 5 ; on 

diesel' generators, in § 6'; on engineered safeguards in§ 7 and*on acciden 

analysis in § 8.  

PESoNML PR0MCTI0N"S

5.,

In vieW of possible fuel can failure, the ventilation of the spent fuel storage.  

pit (PSR page 12-18) should be carefully deosi&cd, as difficulties are 

usually encountered in the location of the ventilation ducts. Air and water 

.monitoring should be considered (PSAR fig. '9-41).  

The dadiation dose of 2 mr/hour at the surface of the refueling canal during 

refueling ,(PSAR p.110-13), could possibly have been computed for conditions 

where no contamination is pr~sent in the refueling water. If this s the 

case, and in 'view of the vcz'j large amouzt of radioactlivity: which is accepted 

in the primary water during reactor operation (of the order of 200.ci/m* of 

f is f.. for*1 % clad failure), what. could ~cthe'maximum exposura, to 

veo:krs ' in the course of refueling, after the prima'mj water has been cleaned ? 

What is the duration of this cleanin4 operation ? 

It would be rccomendpd, for further maintenance planning purposes .to 

.periodically mesure, the dose rate in cubicles of the auxilia-' nuclear 

":. . ' - " : " "," ."' "" ..". " .. '. ''':.' ' ' ' '.1'.

15.
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4.1 The increase in power level from 2758 Dralt for Indian Point Unit No 2 to 
5025 t for indian Point No 5 results mainly from adoptina a reduction of 

the nuclear hot channel:(or enthalpy rise' foetor from 1.75 to 1.58.  

A srmallcr. xeduction appears in the axial nuclear power distribution factor 

f from 1.78 to 1. 72',3A p.5-) 

Fu ?rther changes, such as an increase in inlet water temperature (PSAR p. 2-13) 

is justified by the calculation procedure described in PSAR p. 3-41 to p. 3-58.  
.... . . . . . .~ 

Other changes result from better thcoretical investigation.  

4.2 The reduction in the nuclar'factors is justified by theoretical analysis and.  
experiments (PSA pc 5-22 to p. 3-24). These factors will be verified by 

experimrn::..c-', o-t:ordistribution analysis performed on the first core (?PSA P.)-5) 

end ..d subsequent intervals (PSAR p. 3-26).  

4.3 However those factors do not take int'o account the local power peaking due 

to Xenon transients after control clusters' movements (as indicated by 

?PSAR P 3-19 and p. 3-26).  

..-::... . ./ 
• . ..:. i " / : . I *, ::" , ' .., ..: ..

buildinZ, whereto pcrsonnol should access when repair is necessary to radio

active heat-exchanGers, pumps, valves, pipes, etc. (PSAR p. 11-12).  

5,4 In accidental conditions, it is admitted that the personnel "planncd" whole 

body c. -posuA-Q bo limitcd to 25 rem (PSAR p. 2-37 and 2-54). In Belgium, 

* we would restrict this 'dose to 2 rem ; the ICRP publication 9. § 66, limits 

this dose to. 10 rem. In the same circumstances a thyrold doze of 300 rem is 

tolerated (PSAR p. 2-3). Ae'cording to the Euratom recomzandations, this doze 

should be restricted to 15 rom, and in the iC-P publication 9, § 66 to 60 r6m.  

5.5 PSAR p.* 5-31 states that containment-is completely closed during operation.  

This implies that pursing is not tolerated. However personnel access is 

permitted. What provisions or steps are foresecn.,.t' cope with personnel 

protection against internal conta 'ination" 

*, MCPEAA:D PoU.'JUR R AIING



3.2 The t4cluezs of, the concret containment building has been reduced by about 

one foot as oompa red to Indian Point No 2. (PSAR p. 2-19). No oxpla-naion 

has been given'by -applicant for this reduction. Is this caused by the 

..;; ., ... , : .... ..: : . . .;!:.: .'. 4 .' . 1..:

A ..

The measuremexits of these factors by the in-core instrumcntatlon will not show 

this trzansicnt' effect (P&sR p. )-26).  

H'ence the rate of. withdrawal of the control clusters might have 
to be limited 

in some circumstances, and the rate, of power increase 
might have to be limited 

accordingly. Thiscould be implied by PSAR p. 2-8 ;*however, PSAR does not 

describe the way by which this rate of rod withdrawal 
could be limited to 

cope with this long-term transient effect. In some earlier designs a small 

on-line computer would prohibit rod whithdrawal 
when a transient power peaking 

'is possible ; this automatic eature isnot included in the.present design 

(PSAR p. 7-4 

In view of tle' reduction of the nuclear factors 
a careful investigation 

should be made of this transient power peaking.  

4.4 Xenon induced spatial Lnstabilitics are possible ; t ey c a n be detected by 

the nuoicar instrumentation and.co"rected by proper control strategy (PSAR 

* p. 3-12). How eVe, before such instabilities can be corrected an increase 

in nuclear-faotors will appear, and this fact shouldbe taken into account 

* in the. choice of the design value of these nuclear factors.  

4.5, In, order to obtain the total hot channel factor, the nuclear hot channel 

'factor is multiplied by the "engineering" hot channel sub-factors. 
One of 

these is the "flow mixing" hot channel sub-factor. This sub-factor has 

been determined to'be 0.92 (PSAR p. 3-4.9) in the case of thSEA fuel elcicnt 

* (PSAR p. -59, Ref 15). This. sub-factor should be an inverse fonction of the 

dpower dzsit radial peaking factor in the fuel element. Since power peaking 

* is:zrgcr. in a'MA element than in a I.P.3 fuel ,lement, we would su=gest 

' to exzaine if.this sub-factor has not been chosen too small. leading to an 

overestimation of the power capability of the I.?.),plant.

=,6 
.10



S.
The units powered by 2 diesels are (PSAR p. 2-20) :.  

4 fa-n units fan .it.  

Ssp-ay pump 1 spray pump..

Tao fan coo1cr units of I.P.) arc probably identical to the units of I.P.2 

. (SAR 2-19). The difference in number of fan units needed to lLit the 

• . cont_,i:.mCnt pressure is not cxplained ; it may be duo to a difference in1 

' assumptions, wihereby at I.P.2 non safety injection was assumed, while at 

I.P.3 the 'safety Injection water could have boon assumcd to spill in the 

reactorcavity hence prevent. the core from mcltinG.through the contairz.nt

* . * . *

reduction of tho ra oactivity released into the containment due to the fact 
tht the present .an~lysj of the loss of coolant accident excludes core molt 

do un, thanks to •the prcsenco of the safety injection accuulators ? It is 

n otcd that the I.P. 2 containment was stated to rasist tho Impact of mozt 

. prescnt day aircraftS, while such a statement, does not appear in the I.?.3 

report., 

5.2 According to thc* applicant (PSAR p. 5-9), the containment bu idin is more 

than capable of sustaining the pressure and temperature load resulting from 

the loss of oool-at adcl.dcnt as describod in FSAR § 12. 3 .  

It should be fruitful to invi.Zatc the conditions in which a higher load 

to the contairuacnt is possible, such as: 

- delayed action of the safety injection and heat removal pumps; 

-delayed action and failure of the ventilation cooling and/ or the 

spray pump.  

, 'o insuro . .egrity of the containment followinZ aloss-of'-coolant accidont 

with no active quonching system (safety injection), the followinG must be 

put in Operation (PSA .p 2-51); 

at I.P.2. . . at I.P.3 
fan units +'l.p~4y pump .... 5 fan units + l'pray pump 

• ' '. r5fan units - u 

or 4 fan units..' or 5 fan u"its 

or I spray pump . or 2 spray, pumps



basc mat. Nevertheless, i' should bo noted- that on0 of the fiVO f"n Auits 

must be assuied ou-, of order, and that the operation of the last two fan 

units implies switching of the units on the operating two dicel generators.  

The capacity of the spray pump seems to have bcen decrcascd from I.P.2 to 

S .P.3 Indeed, the heat removal capacity of one I.P.2 spray pump. is equivalent 

to four fan units, while at I.?.) one spray pump is equivalent to 2,5 fan 

units (?TSA, p. 2-51).

It is suZZ;estcd to investizate the necessity of-increasing the ooolinZ capacity 

of the fans and spray.  

5.4 If scondary coolant water would be releascd in the containrcnt buildinS 

following • a, loss of coolant accident, the consequences of the accident would 

be d4 stcally inc-oascd 

- the peak pressure would be much higher ; 

- the secondary system would provide gas leakage path through valve 

seals, packings, etc. designed for standard industrial watertightness 

and not provided by seal water injection (PSAR table 6.7) ; 

- a rcactivity accident could be initiated in the damaged Core when 

the sump water is used for safety injection.  

" he desiL is such that ruptura of the secondary system as a oonsequence of 

a loss of coolnt aoident is not considored credible (PSAR p., 12-29).  

However it is said in PSA p. 2-38 that "the steam generator 'seconda-y shell 

will provide additional protoltion from missiles originating in the reactor 

compa-,ment"; One may then ask the question : how would the shell sustain 

the missile impact and protect feed water and vapor linos ? 

5p5. Pcriodi -alLe akagr e Tests 

Contaimnt integrity and tightness are essential for public safety =nd health.  

The poporatonal intcratcd leak and resistance test at the accident pressue.

should be performed 'with all the pentrations in tholr final status.  

Integrated leak tests at reduced pressire should be pei.ioally -un to 

ascertain the tI;h tncsa of the containment.  

.. . ., - ..1.
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Tests of individual components (air looks, pOnetratinns, valves) should also 

be perforzcd ona periodical basis.  

* It is recomcnded that the requirements, schedule and actions to be. taken be 

S .i . clearly defined."' 

6. D- S-L G RAT0 MS 

As Stated in § 2.5.2 diesel generator availability is essential. From 
what can be 

inferred 'from P&R p.'.2-40 and p. 8-6, tho'diesel 
generators are no-mally at 

st andstill. 'When needed, any engine has to be cranked with an independant power 

supply, 'brought up to* speed arnthe proper field has to 
be put on the acnerator.  

'is ay consideration been given during desi n.to 
the concept of having the 

generators per,,anently switched on the live busbar, run at 
no load as a 

synchronous motor, a fl2ywheel, a clutch and a reliable starting device allowing 

a quick and safe start-up of the engine in case of loss 
of normal iupply to the 

bus ? What 'reasons have -led to choose the present desiGn ? 

7. E SAFZUADS 

7.1 SAFE- NIJECTION 

M7.1.1"uch conern has already been raised with the possibility 
of pressure 

vessel or primary piping rupture due -to rapid cooling 
by the safety 

SinJection. :The accumulators in particular would introduce 
a large 

m . . amount of cold w.,%ter within a small time interval (2)00 to 3000 

PSAR p. 6 

Although, the safety injection pump produce a small 
flow, they could 

S .. .- . a high pressure while cooling down the vessel and 
pipes, in 

csse of.s. mall pipe break.  

Thermal sleeves are suggested on the safety injection 
inlet into the 

..primary coolant pipes (PSAR fig. 4.2).  

7.1.2 It is conceivable that the recirculation 
pumps .(or residual heat 

*. , , ., .. . , . ' : .i . ' I 
": '. . . 1
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liAit the containmcnt pressure.  

Considering .  
that the service water system pressure at iocations inside the 

containment is below the design 1oss-of-oolant acoident 

containment pressure (47 p sig) (PSAR p. 9-36) 

.. thatnumorous' precautions have been designed to prevent direot 

contacts between radioactive mterials and the outside world ; 

- that an auxiliary coolant system is available for cooling various 

Potentially radioactive equipments and fluids and is specially 

designed to introduce a double. barrier between the equipments .  

and .ha river water ; 

and still being aware 

,- that a continuous cheek of piping and components htc-zrity of 

.he containzent water cooling system is nhnbr-ntly achieved 

through normal operation of some of the five units (PSAR p. 6-44) ; 

- that provision exists for monitoring and isolating ,afaulty, 

water linem( WAR fig. 9-7) : 

it is asked why the auxiliary cooling system is not used for the 

containment Ventilation cooling.  

-By asking the question, it is realized that such an arrangement 
would 

iead. to.. overize the auxiliary cooling heat sink capability 
and to 

higher containment heat sink tempaatures.

.2.2 .Emphasis is-put on the fact that service cooling water pressure is 

below the loss-of-coolant-accident containment pressure (PSAR p.  

Is there.any speoial reason leading-to ruch a status, which at first 

thouGht.seema to be'contrary to safety conditions in case of accident 
? 

.2.. If some imperative of justifical reasons impose the use of service 

;. w er for'containment air cooling. ,what will be the sensitivity of 

river.water radioactive 'monitoring at the outlet of the 'coolers, the 

possibility of isolating a .fault ' cooling circuit by remote valve 

operation and manual seal water injection (there is none according to 

PSAR fig. 9-7), the time and man power necessitated for corrective 

action, at a time when pant conditions call for attention'and action 

in many other fields ? '.1'

0*

9.
7 
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7.2.4 If portincnt reasons impose the use of sorvico water to cool the

We assume that during normal operation, the 5 sampling va.ves are In 

fully open position whatever the number of coolers in action.  

7.2.5 A!thouZgh no charcoal filter is provided on the main containment 

.vcitilation (PSAR p. 6-44), charcoal filter dousing.is represented on 

PSAR fig. 6-2.' A small geparate internal recirculation system 

utilizing charcoal filters is provided for removal of iodine as 

necessary prior to routine access to the contair .ient. Does this Lt6r 

need douzing when -its ventilation is stopped ? Is it used. in accidental 

cn.ditions ? 

7.) COA . O;- 'T SPRAY 

7.3.1 The charcoal filters in the containment ventilation system have been 

suppressed as studies on sodium thiosulphate containment spray indicate 

........... ...... " .:.

:S ...

, co..entaiihcat exchangers, water samplinG and monitoring at the c nt i. i"- me.. .' a r "" . ....  

outlct of the five coolers should be subject to careful design and 

. operation.  

• The present status of the design .(PSAR fig. 9-7) shows separate 

sam plinz'linos -each of them with an isolating valve - discharZing 

Into a con.,on heador which leads to a ainglo line of radiation 

* monitoring equipment. . .....  

" Such a lay-out does not appear to be entirely foolproof when one 

.considers that the sample lines of any four coolers might be subjeot 

to countorflow from the s=pling line, of the fifth cooler. Such an 

event might occur if the con-zan" sampling discharge header offers 

excessive resistance to flow and whcn, at the same time, the discharge 

line of the fifth cooler is inadvertenly closod or accidentally 

pl~uzgd downstream of its sampling point.  

* Cheek-valves on each sampling line would eliminate or counterweight 

the possible faulty situation described-hereabove.  

Moreover, individual monitoring of each sample line would definitely 

eCxpedito dete'tion and oorreotive action in case of necessity.



7.4 ISOLATION VALVE SFAL WATER SYSSIM 

7.4.1, in the containment spray system (PSAR fig. 6-2), the single barler 

between the-containment and the atmosphere, if the refueling water 

storage tank is emptied in the course of spraying, would be the cheek 

Valve. Also, if one pump is not put into operation, leakage could 

appear at the packings of the manual valves and cheek valve.  

It is suggested that positive closure be installed by manual seal 

water injection, as provided on the safety injection lines (see ?$R 

fig. - although not mentioned in PSAR table 6-7).

7.4.. •The excess letdown hea. exchanger cooling water incoming and outgoing'.  

-lines should be provided each, with *two automatio s'top valves and seal 

water injection, as .indicated in PSAR table 6-7, but not on PSAR fig. 9-4).  

'/...

their groat effectiveness in removing iodine (PSAR p. 2-3). Indeed 

filter'dousing and handling introduce problems.  

However experimental verification of the analytical studies are still 

to be performod, and the problems to be solved are listed. Among these 

the rapid oxydation and dotorioration of the thiosulphate in presence 

of air will certainly create a difficulty, which leads to question 

the thiozulphato offoicnoy in tho raciroulation phAbo (ir nooadod).  

<Also, rapid draining of the thiosulphate injoction tank (PSAR fig. 6-2) 

* at the beginning of the operation of the two spray pumps should be 

examined." ' .-

7.3.2 Lnadvertcnt opara4ibn of the spray system is a continuous concern for 

the operator, 4nd our experience indicates that manual blocking is 

often considered if not realized. The possibility to install two 
double-valve in series, one operated by the containment isolation siZnal 

and the -other operated by the safety injection signal, should be 

examined.  

7-.3.3. In PSAR fig. 6-2 the indicationz "inside missile barrier" and "outside 

missile barrier" should be Iinterchanged (PSAR p.' 6-40).."

'/
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7.4.. Seal water injection should be provided into the line leading from 

tho rcactor..qoolant drain tank and pressurizer relief tank 
to the vent 

header, as indicated in PSAR table 6-7, but not on PSAR fig. 11-1. The 

zamc. applies for the lino leading to the gas anilyser.

p

7.4.7 It is suggested that the containment sump recircula ion line be provided 

with .manual or even' automatic seal water injection (PSAR table 6-7 and 

." " ' fig, .6-1),. ..  

7.4.8 It 'is suggested for safety reasons, to investigate what are the 

auxiliary steam line entering the containment building 
and the returning 

. auxiliary condensate lilne, mentioned in PSAR table 6-7.  

8 ACC!DNT ANALYSIS 

8.1 in PSAR p. 12-9, it is stated that in case of loss of power to the station 

auxiliaries, the steam generator safety valves would temporarity lift.  

", ," ,I • .. i° •

7.4.4 If anl accidental increase of pressure in the containment bdilding 
was 

aaoompanid v eth the r.pturo of the nitrocon supply line to the preossurizer 

rolief tank, or of any the line leading to this tank (PSAR fig. 4-2), 

nitrogen would flow into the containment, increasing the pressure 

Vrncoessarily. If the nitrogen reserve is substantial, automatic 

isolation valves and seal water injeotion are sugSested on this line.  

7.4.5 It is showzn on PSAR fig. 9-4 that the primary pump cooling is interruptad 

on a signal ' high pressure in the containment building. Are the 

primary pup zstopped by the same signal (they are not designed to run 

in a vapor atmosphere) ? Will cooling be sufficient during coast 

ow? 

7.4.6 PSAR table 6-7 presents the line from the residual heat 
exchanzers to 

the safety injection pump as a class 4 penetration (defined in PSAR 

p.16-54 ). This line' should be categorised in class 3 and protected 

as indicated in PSAR fig. 6-1 and not as in PSAR table 6-7.



If 6ne of tic valves zhould fail to close, partially or totally could 

auxiliary feed water pumps be adequately driven ? What would be the consequences 

of such an event ?.

8.2 In PSAR p. 12-12 care is taken to demonstrate that turbine bursting throuZs 

the cylinders ia'not to be expected as a consequence 
of overspeed; However, 

We would suggest that such a burstina, due to overapeed, loss of lubrication 

or mechanical failure be assumed, and reactor safety or at. least 
population 

safety ascertained. Indeed, we believe that .total-,f'ailure 'of activity 

equipments is more probable than the failure of a static equlpmen% as 

* .'envisased in~the loss'of-coolant accident.  

8. In the analyzis. of the loss-of-coolant accident, it is assumed that 0.2 % 

of the iodine present in the fuel gap appears in the 
form of methyl iodide ; 

this is said to be based on 'the fact that the methyl decomposition rate is 

at lcast .500 times lar erthan the -rate if iodino decay (PSA, p. 2-53).  

However, this- Would- only be the case if the CH + a-nd I radicals (or oth/er 

. radicals) Genc0-ated by. docomposition, cannot recompose in C IQ, 

If the recomposition rate is taken into-account the theory should be as 

follows : 
Let i be. the number of iodine atoms present (including methyl iodine), 

bethe number of methyl iodido molecules present,-, 

A the radioactive decay constant of iodine, 

.' the rate of met'hyl iodide decomposition 

" the rate of methyl iodide formation from iodine (if there is 

". , :i' filcient methyl radicals available).  

* The r(I-M) -X + X'M 

and ; i r 
• 

Hence ahpro ortion ofT methyl can apprach uity if the rate of for-Ation. r 

is lar-ge, as compared to the rate of "decay" X + 

In vue of the great importance of methyl iodide on the population safety, 

since it is not (6i- less) absorbed by the sodium thiosulphate (PSAR 
p. 12-5) 

fulther investiSation ia suggested." 

... • i . i* ". *. : " 

.. ..... .. .... : , .. . . ..... , 
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9. Pi.NL2 CONTROL 

9.1 ?EACTIViTY SHUT DOWN iABGIN 

* Shut-down and control rods groups associated with chemical shim maintain a 

reaoctivity shut-don margin of at least' l% at the time of a. rcactor trip.  

Subsequent boron addition takes care of Xenon decay and moderator coolinZ 

. (A p. -5) 

The followin- coments are presented on the subject .  

9.1.1 in order to ainsure the 1 % shut-down rargin, the control rods lower 

• position mst be limited. This lower insertion limit is calculated 

by the rod insertion limit monitor and two alarms alert the operator 

to take corrective action in the event a contro l group approaches or 

rcaches its lower limit (?SAR p. 7-5). . ... ...  

In earlier designs this same calculator produoed a signal which 

Sautomatically prohibited the control rod insertion (except by scram) ; 

why has this aitozatio insertion be suppressed (PSAR fig. 7.2) ? 

9.1.2 Boron addition should be realized through reliable equipment.  

* What will be ihe operator's attitude in front of a sustained unavailabi

* .. lity of, the, charging system after shut-down ?' 

9.1.3 Has it been demonstrated that' the 1 % magnitude of shut-down reactivity 

iS large cnough o cope with the maximum physical boron dilution rate.  

* 9.1.4 The PSAR demonstrates that continuous boron monitoring is not required..  

, Boron i- thus'measured in intermittent samples drawn from the primarj 

.D system.. ign. improvmont over Indian Point 2 lays in the separation 

. sampling lines.  

We still believe that boron continuous monitoring is recomendable.  

From factual experience, there has been a case at least of an abnormal 

situation where boron continuous monitoring was the sole mean to assess 

-the reactivity margin of a shutdown:.core whose nuclear instrumintation 
,had been put out of. service for several days as a consequence of a 

fire-having damaged nuclear instrumentation wirinZ.  

* .. s/.
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10.1 ELECTRICAL FIES 

It is reo.-mmended, that an analysis be made on fire bazards.which 
mright affect 

- te supply of power to major equipments.; 

- the integrity of control and instrument vital electrical 
or pneumatic 

t bitaems , ..,.. res.ec. ...  
"the habitaility o'."he ontrol~-oom with respect to smoke and toxic 

, ', .~ ., '" "-.-.i. . -,?* ,; .." " • .  

.. ": . g aI ses. .. ..:.. . . . . ... . .. ..  

• " '" '. " . . 1 . . , . , , .. . .. . .

, i~ : , ,,/:' ;,:i:,20.  

9.2 N- UV iWA N SOUCE 1 ' 

In some dcigns, control rod withdrawal is prohibited on a low 
counting rate 

on one source chanel. In order to 'avoid a sudden rapid change of 
neutron 

power level with rod withdrawal, this additional 
protection is auggested 

(Psa p. 7.k).  

9.) ,CT R COOiNT AV MAGE '1,2,MAIAT-E 

T The reactor coolant average temperature is usedwidely for plant control 
; 

.the average teperature of each of the four primary loops 
is averaged to 

obtain the reactor coolant average tenperatuie.  

Is there a.n auto;atio action taken when the average 
temperature measurement 

iln one loop differs markedly from the three 
others, indicating an instrumental 

failure ?.  

Event if this automatio Action exists, lot us assume that it fails and 

that later on a slow dift occurs at one thormoresistance of the measured 

averaged temporature '. As a result there will be a drift in tho true reactor 

. coolant average teimperatura while the apparent average temperature rem.ains 

as programed. The drift might be at such a rate that the'neutron flux 

and primary pressure remAin within their operation limits 
by the regulating 

* process.  

* According to PSAR fig. 7-1 -the overpower-overtemfperaCtura trip controller is 

actuated by each of the four average temperatures and tempoerature differences; 

Vould this circuit trip in time to avoid D N B or excess boiling ? 

In the case where . sustained false reactor coolant average 
temperature 

indication is.possible, what would be the 
effect of the design transient ? 

* U-CAL SYS=I AND WI=Tf10
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10.2 PC.'E SUPLY TO VITAL INST U,aTATION 

Power supply to vital instrumentation has to be most 'reliable.
• 

10.2.1 Vital inztumcntation indicators or recorders should not be of the 

positioning s rvomochanism type unless a special Indica-tion warns the 

operator of any loss of motive power. Otho-niise a loss of power will 

cause the indicator tofail as is, whioh will indicate a false no-Zl 

.situation in case of disturbance.  

10.2.2 'In case of loss of power on the instrument system, each indicator 

should display an indication of disorder.  

The same applies in case of failure of signalization lap. he 

ruptur-e of a fuse should not induce :false indications or should be 

si.falled special consideration should be given to fuses on remotely 

* operated cquipmat, in this respect.' 

•,.0.. Missile protection of vital power supplies, 

Diesel Power generators, vital transformers, motor centers and .cables should 

be effectively protected against missiles generated by the failure (bursting 

by overspeed,. overpressure, .. ), of near-by equipement.  

... %
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? ENGINZERED SAFEGUAR 

7.1 SAFETY I NJECTIC 

rizer diE 

is not pr 

in the tc

DS 

N 

gested that the accidental opening of 
the pressu

sch~rge valves be studied, since the safety 
injection 

7evoked in this case ; the same applies 
to a rupture.  

op of the pressurizer.  
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